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Summarv

As a part of che manufacturing processes, several
mechanical measurements are made on ISABELLE dipoles.
These are done both Co control the process and co pro-
vide information for the evaluation of the behavior of
the completed magnets. This paper discusses the
Young's Modulus (E • 1-3 x 10° psi) , the thermal
contraction of the coil assembly ( AL/L • -290+17 x
10~^ at 77"XJ, and the loss of applied prescress
wich time (~- 20* for times 20 days).

Introduction

Ine ISABELLE d^uole coils are wound with a cosina
theta current distribution* f have a mean radius of
3.3", -nd are composed of a composite of braided
Cu(Nb-Ti) conductor, epoxy impregnated fiberglass and
a copper pole piece. The assembled coil structure is
inserted into a cylindrical iron yoke. The Lorentz
forces at full field produce S .8 Kpsi compression at
che midpiane of the magnec. These forces can produce
motion which is significant both for effect on field
qualicy and as a disturbance source for quenches.
Figure 1 shows these forces as calculated by che FBNML
Magnet Technology Group.- Also shown is Che motion
of the coil if it has an effective modulus of 2 x
10** psi. A simple model of static friction produces
an estimate of Che energy released when a portion of
the coil whicn has been held to i ts equiLirbium.
posit ion.

where Jg " s ta t ic coefficient of friction, F̂  is the
perpendicular force, L the unsupported length, E Che
Young's modulus and A che crons-sectional area of Che
port ion of the coil which moves. For magnec3 running
near che conductor cr i t ica l current, che energy
necessary co produce a ouench (10-100mJ) is comparable
co th is release. Maximising S thus should reduce che
energy available Co in i t ia te a quench.

The required field quality can be qualitatively
translated inco a limit-' ot 0.002" oagnec-co-magnet
difference in che coil locations, which is small com-
pared co che unconstrained mot ions. It is attractive
Co reduce these motions by preloading Che coil .
Fizure 1 shows the reduction in motion produced by
optimum preloading. The magnet coils are operated at
3.3-4.8"K after insertion into the iron yoke; the
preload is achieved by forcing che diamecer of che
coil in the operating condition co be smaller than its
unloaded diameter. To determine che preload thus
requires a knowledge of the coil thermal contraction
and i ts modulus, together wich any inelastic defor-
mation produced by relaxation or creep.

Two mechanical types of magnets hive been con-
structed: "sofc banded" in which the coils are 50"
enc losed in fiberglass and then inserted in che yoke
with a 4"K interference of 0.042 and "aluminum banded"
in which che coils are inserted (wich 0.43 interfer-
ence) in aluminum tubing, before insertion in Che iron
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yoke. The overa l l c o i l compression for the second
type is 0.2%. The t angen t ia l preloads produced by
these two models are —0,5 Kpat and -*4 Kv.3''. The
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Fi 2. 1. The accumulated pressure frcrs :he lorert z
Force (solid curve) for the ISABELLE Dipole
design. Also shown is Che coil motion wich
no preload {dashed curve), and wich optimum
preload (dot-dash curve).

The ISABELLE ouadrupolea wh ich have been bui 11
have mechanical propercies racher similar to che
dipoies buc che predicted coil motions are less by a
factor of 5. They are not discussed in this paper.

Young'a Modulus Data

A3 part of che assembly process, splic rings
(c1ampa) are bo1 ted around che circumference of the
coils. The boles are repeatedly tightened and
loosened and the diameter recorded at each step. Fron
che measured torque and che empirical equation F * al
(a a 100 _*_ 20 ft"*), and che diameter measurements
one determines an effective modulus. The diameter
normally decreases wich these repecicive cycles; this
change ("walkover") is presumably due Co compaction of
ch* structure and localized yielding. At che end of
this procedure the diameter is the molded diameter
lesa che "walkover" and the elastic compression.
Figure 2 shows che final diameters and moduli for
recent ISABELLE dipoles. Most of the magnets cluster
abouc E • 2 x 10° and a final aiamecer of -0.1".
The ouclyiriff magnets are of some interest: MK 23 was
molded oversize, and MK 34/MK 35 were "high porosity"
(very litele apoxy used) magnets. Figure 3 shows che
"walkover" plotted against modulus; here the only
anomalies are che two "hiah poros it y" maznec s. Ic
appears chat one can build chese magnecs wich a
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modulus of 2 x 106
 p s i and controllable final

diameter. Higher values of Che tsodulu* would be
desirable in limiting Che motion. Significantly lower
values would probably generace motion unaccepcable
from the field shape cricenon. They also generace
sanu 13C Curing probleras.
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?loc of final relative aiamecer vs. Youne's

Modulus for recenc ISABELLE dipoles. The
zero for "he diamecer scale is somewhac
arbitrary.
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"Walkover" (change in diamecer with repeated
mechanical cycling) vs . Young's Modulus.
This data is the difference between the
diameters (at full compression) for Che 1st
and 3rd cycles.

Four recenc dipoles have been assembled wich
aluminum banding. Aa part of chis assembly procedure,
by measuring che screech of Che aluminum, it is
possible Co make an independent measurement of the
modulus of che coil.

Table I: Comparison of Modulus Measurements

Magnec E From Clamping E From Al Screech

MK ia 2.6 _* 0.5
measurement Tc 77*K

MK 24
measurement

1.7 + 0.4
7t 77 'K.

MK 30 2.3 +_ 0.5

MK 31 1.7 + 0.4

2.1 • 0.5 x 10* psi
2.4 7 0.5 x 10° psi

I.8 + 0.5 x 10* psi
2.0 7 0.5 x 10° psi

4 x 106 psi

14 x 106 psi

The large disagreement for Che latter two magnecs is
choueht to be due Co problems vich the aluminum band-
ing procedure.

Thermal Contraction

The difficulcy of making accurace measurements on
a 16 foot long object at 77"K are considerable.
Figure 4 shows the contraction measured from room
temperature to 77"K. A reasonable summary is 290+_17 jc
10~5. This is 13S more than a simple weighted
average of the coefficients of Cu and Nb-Ti. So
measurements have yet been made aC 4"K on Che
completed coil assemblies. Ic is estimated that che
contraction at 4"K is 1.05 times that at 77 "R. Sot
shown is Che fact that Che midplane diameter of the
magnet tends to contract by 25*10 x 10"^ more Chan
Che above number. This decreases Che clearances
during assembly.

Relaxation Measurements

Due to the differencial contraction of che yoke
and coil, che stresses on the magnet are highest when
stored at room temperature. Because relaxation is a
strong function of temperature, it is necessary to
determine what inelastic changes vill take place in a
magnet stored for a period of the order of a year
under these conditions. Figure 5 shows the relative
change in strain gauge readings for a magnet stored m
an iron yoke. The strain gauges are mounted on the
copper pole pieces of che magnet. The data shown are
typical in chat there are three distinct slopes
(decreasing in magnitude) and a total decrease of 20Z.
Table II tabulates similar data for this and other
magnets. The data for the other magnets was obtained
while they were compressed by the temporary bolted
clanps. T.ie present data suggest that the magnets
will not deteriorate during storage but long term
measurements (~1 yr) have not yet been made.

Table II

Magnec
MK 20
MK 26
MK 30
MK 31
MK 32

sl
-14
-8
-10
-12
-1

s2
-2
-2
-2
0.3

S3

+0.5
> • •
0

D
-7Z

-20Z
-20*
-30?
-13S

Sj, S2 and S3 are the shore (less Chan I dav),
medium ( ~5 days), and long cenn (> 10 days) slopes;
Che unics are I/day. D is the cotal change The
uncertainties are • 30S of che stated numbers plus
•15.
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*. Measurement of Che fractional cnermal con-
craccion or rhe oucside diameter of ISABELLE
dipoles from 300"K Co 77'K. Arrows to the
right indicace contraction of represencacive
necals.
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5. ReLaxacion of prescress in MK 26. The pre-
scress is measured by strain gauges placed in
Che pole piece. The measuremenc was made ac
30<TK with a preload o f - 5 Kpsi.

Longitudinal Forces

The resc of chis paper discussed only the two
dimensional cross seccion of the magnet. The forces
on Che ends are oucwards and average 4.5 Kpsi. Pre-
liminary measurements indicate a preload of O.S Kpsi
in chis direction. Friction is significant in con-
straining chis motion, and a decailed analysis has noc
been attempted.
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